The Rise of the
Subscription
Economy
Why You Need To Reimagine
Your Business Model

68% of adults today no longer value possessions and do not believe
that ownership defines them.1
Consumers no longer take pride in owning things. Instead, they desire gratifying experiences
that add value to their lives, which has led to the rise of the subscription economy.

Subscription-Based Business
Models are Booming
The opportunities in the subscription economy are estimated
to be worth $1.5 trillion by 2025
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OTT, Music, and SAAS subscriptions
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Why are Companies making the

transition to subscription
business models?

Opportunities for better relationships with customers - Customer Loyalty and Engagement

Reduced cost of acquiring new customers

Lower spend on retention marketing

Better financial forecasting

Better inventory management

Different types of Pricing
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Popular Subscription-Based
Businesses and Examples
Software as a Subscription
SaaS companies relying on
subscriptions as their business
model
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Key takeaways for Businesses
entering/in the Subscription
Commerce space
62% of subscribers feel

value for money (right
pricing & offerings) is the
most important reason for
a subscription sign up

48% of subscribers feel
consistent high quality, a
varied offerings, and the
originality of services
keep them engaged

customer experience and
different pricing options are
among the top reasons for
cancellation of
subscriptions
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